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terminology is introduced in the context of a research project which is believed to have discovered new causally significant features of the world. Theory constitutive metaphors provide the necessary additional descriptive element and also capture the programatic nature of scientific research.
The advantage of the metaphor approach is the flexibility of the descriptive element. The flexibility of metaphors provides an account of reference fixing which avoids the objections to typical description theories. Nonetheless, metaphor is rigid enough to provide a descriptive constraint which links the term to some specific aspect of reality. By providing flexible constraints, the metaphor approach best satisfies the requirement for a descriptive element in reference fixing. It is an additional, but equally important, virtue of the metaphor approach that the resulting explanation of reference failure (and success) provides an appealing picture of the progress of science and a plausible response to what Putnam has called the meta-induction.
In the philosophy of science, the debate over the adequacy of the metainduction is primarily between realists and non-realist instrumentalists. This particular debate is distinct from the debate in semantic theory over the adequacy of 'metaphysical realism'. Briefly stated, even if one is a metaphysical anti-realist it is still an open question as to whether scientific realism or instrumentalism is the best theory of theoretical entities. As Putnam has argued, the truth of the empirical theory of scientific realism does not help us in solving the semantic problem 'as to how the whole representation, including the empirical theory of knowledge that is part of it, can determinately refer' (Putman [1980] , p. 477). Putnam calls himself an 'internal realist' because he believes that all. judgments about the truth of empirical theories are perspectivally rooted and are thus just more empirical theory. Putman calls himself an 'internal realist' because of his views about scientific realism. The semantic realist debate leaves open the question of whether internal realism or internal instrumentalism is the correct view. In short, one can discuss the adequacy of scientific realism without making a commitment to metaphysical realism or internal realism. I make no commitment to realism as a semantic thesis. The meta-induction asserts that the theory that scientific theories are converging on an accurate representation of the world they study is inductively unwarranted. It is to this empirical induction that I respond.s
In his scientific realist mode Putnam, following Boyd, has argued that when understood as an 'over-arching empirical hypothesis', scientific realism involves 'two principles: ( laws of a theory belonging to a mature science are typically approximately true.' 6 Actually, as Nancy Cartwright and Ian Hacking have pointed out, we may distinguish two distinct kinds of scientific realism: entity-realism and theory-realism.7 My concern is reference and entity-realism.8 I leave aside difficult questions about the concept of approximate truth and theory-realism.9 Recent arguments for realism argue by abduction (or inference to the best explanation) from the success of modern science to the truth of realism. There are two types of these arguments. The simple type argues from the individual successes of modern science to realism as the best explanation for these successes. The more complex type appeals to the methodology employed by modern science and argues that realism is the best explanation for the success of modern scientific methodology. In addition to developing the concept of theory constitutive metaphors, Boyd has developed these subtle methodological arguments for realism. It is thus worth noting that the arguments which follow are in no way connected to Boyd's methodological arguments for realism.
I am interested, however, in the most popular objection to the simple argument from success to realism. Arguments of the simple type for entityrealism allegedly fail because of the successes of past theories whose central terms we now believe failed to refer. Larry Laudan's 'A Confutation of Convergent Realism' is the most detailed and impressive objection to the simple argument for entity-realism.'o In addition to responding to the metainduction, I maintain that Laudan's objection to the simple argument for entity-realism is hasty and inconclusive." Thus, although I do not present any arguments for scientific realism, the arguments that follow purport to undermine the most widely accepted objection to scientific realism.
CAUSAL THEORIES OF REFERENCE AND THE TRIVIALITY OF SCIENTIFIC REALISM
Causal theories of reference fail to provide an account of reference failure for theoretical terms and thereby trivialize the referential claim of scientific realism. An adequate realist theory of reference must avoid this consequence. The scientific realist claims that the development of science reveals progress in the 'accommodation of language to the causal structure of the world.' This involves, to quote Boyd, the task of introducing terminology, and modified usage of existing terminology, so that linguistic categories are available which describe the causally and explanatorily significant features of the world. Roughly speaking this is the task of arranging our language so that our linguistic categories 'cut the world at its joints'.12
If we view scientific progress as involving the accommodation of language to the causal structure of the world, then we need a theory of reference that provides a plausible account of capturing the causal structure of the world. Providing such an account also involves providing an account of failing to 'cut the world at its joints'. We now believe that at least some of the terms of discarded theories do not refer--for example, 'phlogiston', 'optical aethers', 'caloric', and 'demon'. An adequate realist theory of reference must account for both reference success and reference failure.
Nonethless, reference failure has not received sufficient attention from causal theorists of reference. This neglect, however, is not surprising. One of the main motivations behind causal theories of reference is to explain how the terms of science can refer to the same aspects of reality when the theories about those aspects of reality change radically. One of the main objections to description theories of reference is that they have the unwelcome consequence that revolutionary theory change results in a change in the referential properties of theoretical terms. If the reference of a term is determined by a cluster of descriptions associated with the term, and if the cluster of descriptions changes significantly as the result of a scientific revolution, then it seems to follow that the term will refer to something different in the new theory. But, this implies that the two theories are about different subject matters, in which case the two theories do not really conflict at all. It is perhaps Kuhn's most famous claim that revolutionary theory change results in a change of subject matter, and thus the theory that precedes and the theory that succeeds a scientific revolution are incommensurable and rationally incomparable.13 To avoid this consequence we need a theory of reference that allows a successor theory to be about the same aspect of reality as its predecessor; this in turn requires a theory of reference that allows us to be largely wrong about the entities to which we refer. Defenders of causal theories of reference view this feature of their approach as one of its central virtues.
As a result of this emphasis, however, causal theorists have not dealt sufficiently with the issue of reference failure. Many central terms of abandoned theories are now thought to be referentially empty. How can causal theories of reference make sense of reference failure for such theoretical terms? That is, how can we distinguish cases where we successfully refer but are largely (or completely) wrong about the entity referred to from cases of reference failure? Since causal theories of reference allow us to be largely (or completely) wrong about what we refer to, it is far from clear how such theories can allow for reference failure. To demonstrate this claim, and to exhibit the lack of attention this problem has received, let us look at the account of reference failure provided in the most involved attempt to work out the details of a causal theory of reference. '4 Michael Devitt claims that, according to the causal theory of reference, a theoretical term refers 'to those aspects of reality that prompted its use'. '5 How on this account can a theoretical term fail to refer? Though Devitt does not want 'phlogiston' to refer to oxygen, according to our best science it was oxygen that caused people to come up with phlogiston theory; hence oxygen prompted us to come up with the term 'phlogiston'. In Designation, Devitt writes that in some cases 'there may not be any aspect of reality that prompted the use of the term.' 16 In such cases the term i' empty; it has no referent. But clearly, in all relevant cases, some aspect of reality prompts the use of the term. If one, uncharitably, takes Devitt's claim literally then, such terms as 'phlogiston' or 'optical aether' would not be empty after all. Devitt does recognize a problem here; his solution, however, is inadequate. In conversation he has suggested that he would amend the above statement to say 'there may not be any appropriate aspect of reality that prompted the use of the term'. Indeed, some of the most important theoretical terms refer to kinds whose 'real essences consist of complex relational properties' rather than features of internal constitution.20 Boyd's discussion of 'theory constitutive metaphors' provides a plausible account of the descriptive element associated with these theoretical terms.
The basic idea is that new theoretical terminology is introduced in conjunction with explanatory metaphors. A metaphor involves a primary subject which is well understood and a secondary subject which is thought to have interesting similarities to the primary subject. (Note: 'primary' refers to primacy in understanding rather than the subject of primary interest to us; that which we are interested in understanding is the 'secondary' subject of the metaphor.) The specific nature of these similarities, The introduction of theory constitutive metaphors is an essential part of the initial baptism or dubbing ceremony of many theoretical terms. As a consequence, the introduction of the theoretical term, though inductively open-ended, does involve 'some tentative or preliminary indication of the properties of the presumed kind in question'. More specifically, there is the assumption that the referent of the term will prove to be similar to the primary subject, and will thus vindicate the claim to reference. As a corollary, In cases where a theoretical metaphor proves not to represent a real insight, we need no more inquire about the new referents of its metaphorical terms than we do with respect to the referent of 'vital force': in such cases the 'guess' does not work out, and the relevant terms do not refer at all.22
This account of reference failure follows quite naturally from the 'programma- tic inductive open-endedness' of theory constitutive metaphors. Confronted with something like human cognition, we introduce the term 'information processing' assuming a theoretically interesting analogy with machine computation. Whether we have indeed succeeded in referring to some aspect of reality will depend on whether or not the new research program proves to be fruitful-i.e., it depends on whether subsequent science discovers that human cognition is analogous in theoretically important respects to machine computation.
The explanatory metaphor, which is associated with the new theoretical term, restricts the scope of future acceptable error. A scientific term like 'optical aether' is supposed to provide a linguistic category which captures and refers to causally and explanatorily important features of the world. Scientists introduce new terminology in order to more adequately cut the world at its joints. The idea is not just to introduce a term which will refer to whatever is responsible for certain empirical phenomena. The term 'optical aether' is introduced and used by Fresnel, MacCullagh, and Maxwell with more specific intentions. Optical aethers were supposed to provide a medium of transmission of transversal optical waves. The manner in which this medium transmitted optical waves was supposed to be similar to waves in a liquid. If optical aethers were similar to a liquid, then light could be explained by analogy to waves in a liquid. This would provide a purely mechanical account of light on a par with the mechanical rising and falling that constitutes the crest and trough of a wave propagated through a medium. The term is essentially linked to this metaphor, because if it were not, scientists would not achieve a greater accommodation of language to the causal structure of the world.
It might be suggested that the idea of categorical sortals, rather than metaphors, provides the necessary descriptive element. In the case of optical aether, one might argue that the sortal involves the concept of a 'medium of transmission'. This approach is attractive. I have come to believe, however, that it is too close to the pure causal theory's 'whatever causes the phenomenon in question' approach. When a scientist introduces a new theoretical term, the point is to name a new explanatorily significant aspect of the world. As Enc has argued, in cases involving non-ostensible entities, 'the only reason we have for supposing that the entity exists is that we believe that our supposition will help us explain a set of phenomena. And these explanations can proceed only by our supposing that the entity has a set of properties and by our hypothesizing an explanatory mechanism which would show how the entity, given the properties it is supposed to have, brings about its effects.'23 The idea that light involves some medium of transmission, I know not what, does not pack enough explanatory punch. The explanatory mechanism must also play a role in reference fixing.
The case of phlogiston and oxygen quite clearly reflects the inadequacy of the sortal approach. The sortal associated with 'phlogiston' is the category of a new substance. Oxygen, however, is a new substance and yet phlogiston is the paradigm of reference failure. If one is committed to the sortal approach, then one will shrug and assert that 'phlogiston' referred to oxygen. But why bite this bullet? The reason scientists came to believe in oxygen and not phlogiston is that the explanatory mechanism, the metaphor of a substance emitted from burning objects, was rejected and the new explanatory mechanism associated with oxygen was accepted. Categorical sortals without the hypothesized explanatory mechanism do not fill the bill. Typically, of course, the explanatory mechanism will presuppose a categorical sortal, or general kind term, and the discovery that there is nothing of that kind causing the phenomena will undermine the suggested explanatory mechanism. Sortal failure typically entails mechanism failure. Mechanism failure, however, does not entail sortal failure.
Nonetheless, one may still appeal to a categorical sortal and an explanatory mechanism and thereby avoid the messy notion of metaphor. So why, one might ask, identify the explanatory mechanism with a theory constitutive metaphor? 'Optical aether' was introduced with the intention to refer to something like a liquid. Thus, one might say we need a more specific kind of sortal which links the term more closely to the explanatory mechanism; for example, 'optical aether' refers to a liquid medium of transmission.
The category liquid, however, is an even more inadequate sortal because 'optical aether' is not supposed to literally refer to a liquid. Indeed, optical aether cannot be just like a liquid, for it must be impervious to all causes except propagations of this one kind of energy through it. Optical aether is supposed to be like a liquid but not a liquid. Furthermore, despite the assumption that optical aether will turn out to be like a liquid, scientists could not explain the ways in which this new medium of transmission will be like a liquid and the ways in which it will be different. The essential properties of this new substance were yet to be discovered. It is the task of the ensuing research program to discover the essential properties of the like-a-liquid-but-not-a-liquid medium. To use Boyd's terminology, the optical aether explanatory hypothesis was 'inductively open-ended'. Nonetheless, since the intention was to refer to something like a liquid, the term could successfully refer, only if the relevant phenomenon is indeed a medium analogous to the primary subject. In the case of the term 'optical aether' the suggestion did not prove fruitful. According to our current best science, this aspect of the world is not relevantly similar to the primary subject of the metaphor.
The concept of metaphor is thus to capture the elements of analogy, mystery, and open-ended or tentative suggestion involved in the introduction of new theoretical terminology. The relationship between the success of theories and the reference of theoretical terms will be discussed below. First, however, we need to recognize the compatibility of this theory with the central (scientific) realist insights of the causal theory.
Causal theories of reference introduced the idea of initial baptism or dubbing ceremonies, in which terms were grounded to objects, to take the place of definitional accounts of reference fixing. It may seem that by moving away from 'dubbing' or 'baptism' one has lost the link between language and the world that it provided. Kuhn, for example, raises this objection in response to Boyd. Kuhn argues, However imperfectly developed, 'dubbing' was introduced in an attempt to understand how in the absence of definitions, the referents of individual terms could be established at all. When dubbing is abandoned or shoved aside, the link it provided to the world disappears as well.24
Though this line of objection is well taken, I believe that it can be answered.
We were forced to introduce the above account of reference fixing via theory constitutive metaphors to avoid the alternative view that a theoretical term refers to whatever aspect of reality prompted its use. More specifically, we needed to explain how, in cases of reference failure, no 'appropriate' aspect of reality prompted the use of the term, and thus the term was empty. Kuhn questions how this approach can ground the names of natural kinds. In the case of many natural kind terms, we are able to point to a sample and thereby dub all things with the same essential internal constitution. In the case of the theoretical terms we have been discussing, however, the problem is more acute. How can we ground the term 'electric charge' to a physical magnitude, whose real essence involves a complex set of relational properties, by baptizing a single (or single type of) manifestation of this physical magnitude? The solution defended in this paper appeals to 'theory constitutive metaphors', but Kuhn's fear is that this solution abandons the link to the world that 'baptism' or 'dubbing' ceremonies provide. But why must we abandon this link with the world?
Theory constitutive metaphors are introduced so that theoretical terms will refer to the cause of some phenomenon confronting scientists. As a result it is linked to the world through the scientist's confrontation with the effects of the entity doing the causing. There is no reason to abandon the causal link to the world. The point of the employment of metaphor is to add the additional specification (though tentative, programmatic, inductively open-ended) necessary to ground the term to a particular causally interesting aspect of reality. Furthermore, theory constitutive metaphors enable us to lock the term onto a natural family and not just one (or some) of the individuals that constitute the natural family.
Devitt has suggested that theoretical term are grounded to the world through a form of 'quasi-perceptions' in which we are 'perceiving the referent through the instrument'.25 The idea is that when we lack direct ostensive access to the entity or kind to which we are trying to refer, we view the term as grounded via our instruments to some aspect of reality. Similarly, Hacking and McMullin defend scientific realism against problems of Kuhnian meaning change by emphasizing the causal link from researcher to entity via instrument.26 We shall view 'quasi-perception' through instruments as still a necessary condition of the reference grounding process. However, because of the theoretical nature of the referent of the term, the additional specification provided by the theory constitutive metaphor is also necessary to link the term to an appropriate aspect of reality.27 Finally, if the metaphor proves to be fruitful, then we are justified in believing that we have successfully referred to a causally significant feature of the world. here defended and description theories. Nonetheless, this account of reference does claim that there are descriptions associated with many theoretical terms that place limits on what can count as the referent of the term; there are certain ways in which we (the linguistic community using the term) cannot be wrong about the properties of entities to which we allegedly refer. Some have thought that the major argument for the causal theory of names is that it allows for the possibility that one can be mistaken in all important respects about the entities to which we refer. When we conclude that nothing has the properties attributed to Jonah it allows for the possibility that Jonah existed and that we have been all wrong about him (her or it).29 Description theories of names do not countenance this possibility, but instead compel us to conclude that 'Jonah' does not refer. The above account of reference for theoretical terms, similarly, does not allow for such a possibility. In this respect there is a clear difference between the metaphor approach and the pure causal approach. To many, however, this will be a welcome conclusion. As Boyd has pointed out, the main reason for sustained interest in Law Cluster accounts of theoretical terms is the judgment that 'there is something absurd in the suggestion that all of our most fundamental beliefs about a "theoretical entity" might be fundamentally mistaken.'3" Whether one is attracted to the metaphor approach or the sortal approach or some other approach, there simply must be limits on the scope of possible error when it comes to theoretical terms. This is a necessary result for any theory which accommodates the scientific belief that 'phlogiston', 'aether', 'caloric', 'demon', etc. did not refer, because there was no appropriate aspect of reality that prompted their use.
The metaphor plus causal interaction analysis, of course, does not require that all speakers who use a theoretical term know of the metaphor associated with the term. As Dummett and Putnam have emphasized, there is an important division of linguistic labor.28 In fixing the reference of many theoretical terms a metaphor is associated with the term which gives
It might be objected that there is no determinate answer to the question whether a theoretical term (i) referred and the theorist were largely wrong about its essential properties or (ii) did not refer at all. The metaphor approach clearly leaves open the possibility of indeterminate cases. Nonetheless, if the standard cases of reference failure are clear and determinate enough, the possibility of indeterminacy is not problematic. Indeed, if the metaphor approach provides an account of reference fixing which accounts for the widespread agreement among scientists over reference successes and failures, then the possibility of indeterminate cases does not tell against the account. We should expect that it will sometimes be difficult to tell whether an explanatory metaphor has been fruitfully articulated or been abandoned for a new explanatory mechanism.
This issue, however, is complicated by the successes of referentially empty theories. As Larry Laudan has emphasized, many theoretical terms that we now believe are referentially empty were embedded in theories that were quite successful. The optical aether theories discussed above, for example, enjoyed considerable success.31 If there is no optical aether, how are we to account for the success of the theory? Indeed, if theories with referentially empty terms can be successful, how can we ever justifiably believe that our theoretical terms refer to a causally significant feature of the world? To answer this question, we must distinguish success which provides evidence for reference and success that provides no evidence for reference. The success of aether theories, for example, in no way clarified the mystery of the nature of aether. As Hardin and Rosenberg have argued, aether theories demonstrated only that 'one could give a consistent mechanical model for the bearer of light vibrations.' 32 A mechanical model can be successful despite the utter mystery of the actual mechanism. We thus need to distinguish experimental successes in accounting for empirical phenomena (let us call this 'phenomenal success') and success in discovering the essential nature of the new kind (let us call this 'articulation'). Let us consider another familiar example.
Caloric theory is a good example of a successful theory with a central term which failed to refer. In order to explain the phenomenon of heat, scientists introduced 'caloric' as a term they understood to refer to some kind of subtle, conserved, fluid-like stuff. The basic idea was that caloric, this conserved stuff, was held in other stuffs in a manner similar to water in a sponge. The term was grounded to the world via the scientists' ability to measure heat, and otherwise experience heat, and the term allegedly referred to something they took to be analogous to a subtle fluid.
Caloric theory was quite successful in heat transfer experiments. Indeed, caloric theory generated a substantial research program and body of theory dealing with melting, boiling, and thermal expansion. Eventually, however, the interconvertability of heat and work showed that heat was not a conserved stuff. The non-conservation of heat undermined the caloric theory and paved the way for the kinetic theory of heat. Despite the phenomenal success of the caloric theory, the supposition that there was a fluid-like stuff, which was responsile for heat, eventually became untenable. The new (or return to the old) theory that heat was molecular motion or energy accounted for the nonconservation of heat and, since energy is conserved, was equally suitable for explaining the complex array of heat transfer experiments. In addition to being extremely fruitful as a research program, the supposition that heat was molecular motion cohered nicely with the developing molecular theory.
The phenomenal success of the research program based on the supposition that heat is energy has also been accompanied by a further articulation of the nature of heat and of how heat transfer occurs. In contrast, the supposition that heat was a subtle fluid, despite the phenomenal successes of the research program, was not successfully further articulated and thus, in this respect, the metaphor did not prove to be fruitful. The caloric theory, unlike the kinetic theory, did not lead to a deeper understanding of the essential properties of the kind in question.
Both caloric and optical aether theories are excellent examples of success which provides strong evidence of reference (articulation) and success which warrants a more instrumentalist interpretation of a theory (mere phenomenal success). First, the development of both theories provided a useful foundation for the emergence of their successor theory. The results of heat transfer experiments were compatible with both the caloric theory and the kinetic theory of heat. So, the non-conservation of heat rendered the kinetic theory the most plausible successor theory. The success of optical aether theories supported the adequacy of a mechanical model for the bearer of light. But the success of the aether theory provided equal evidence for a quantum theory of light. In each case, the theories made referential claims involving explanatory mechanism which future research did not support. The ontological shift between the theories does not undermine the claim that the development of the theories reveals a zeroing in on nature's joints.
Second, theory constitutive metaphors introduce a research program where the scientist is to discover and attempt to further articulate the theoretically important respects of similarity and analogy between the primary subject and the secondary subject. It is the success in discovering and articulating the similarities between the primary subject and the secondary subject which warrants a realistic interpretation of the theories' ontological commitments. As in the cases of caloric and aether theories, there may be phenomenal success (which clearly implies that you have something right) without having success in the project of further articulating the essential nature of caloric or optical aether. There is a clear and significant difference between the scientists' ability to articulate the essential nature of the explanatory mechanism of the kinetic theory and their ability to articulate the essential properties of the substance caloric. Similarly, the mysterious, and seemingly impossible, aether medium was never coherently articulated. The inability of a research program, despite its phenomenal successes, to further articulate its expanatory, theory constitutive, metaphor undermines the referential claim of the central term. When a new explanatory mechanism can explain the successes of the old theory and can be more fully articulated, it is reasonably concluded that no explanatorily significant feature of the world was picked out by the central term of the old theory.
The phenomenal success clearly counts in a theory's favor but the less we understand about the explanatory mechanism suggested by the metaphor, the less justified we are in believing that the central term refers. If the rough, tentative, programmatic, inductively open-ended specification is further developed and articulated by the subsequent history of a successful theory using the term in question, then we are surely justified in believing that the term has indeed locked onto a causally and explanatorily significant feature of the world. On the other hand, the more difficult it is to discover the essential nature of the kind in question, the less justification we have for our belief in its existence.
Of course, when theories are flourishing it is not wrong-headed to have practical confidence in them despite their many mysteries. Indeed, it makes sense to stick with a phenomenally successful theory because success implies that one has got something right. Confidence in a theory, however, is compatible with awareness of its inarticulated, and perhaps, mysterious for additional accommodation of language to the causal structure of the world. The same holds true for terms which are introduced with theory constitutive metaphors. Cases of partial reference and bifurcating natural kinds do not undermine scientific realism but instead lend support to the thesis that the development of science reveals an accommodation of language to the causal structure of the world. The metaphor approach is a non-definitional account of reference fixing which incorporates the strengths of both the pure causal approach and pure description theories. This hybrid approach justifies the realist position that the development of a scientific theory involves the discovery of essential properties rather than changes of subject matter. As long as an explanatory metaphor proves to be insightful, then the changes in our views about the essential properties of the referent can be viewed as greater insights into the causal structure of the world. We may say, contra Kuhn, that a term is coreferential across paradigms even if the change in paradigm dictates the need to say quite different things about the referent of the term. Furthermore, we can view the world as dictating the changes in our views about the properties of the referent. In the terms employed by Devitt, it is that aspect of reality that initially prompted the use of the term that is responsible for the subsequent changes in the properties we attribute to the referent of the term. Thus, although this account of the grounding ceremony does involve a modification of the paradigm case of grounding via perception (developed by Devitt), it nonetheless seems to capture the major motivational impetus of the causal approach to reference.
As we saw in Section 2, causal theories of reference fail to provide an account of reference failure for theoretical terms and thereby trivialize the referential claim of scientific realism. If a causal theory of reference is to avoid this consequence, then the descriptions associated with some theoretical terms must play a role in fixing the reference of the term. Whatever the shortcomings of the metaphor account of reference fixing, it appears that only a hybrid theory of reference will allow for both reference failure and improved insight; only such a theory will suit the needs of the scientific realist.
As it stands this argument is not telling against the scientific realist. As I have been emphasizing, what matters for the scientific realist is the increasingly accurate 'accommodation of language to the causal structure of the world'. Since the realist does emphasize the convergent progress of science, the realist does wish to claim that in a mature science the terms typically refer. The metaphor approach provides a straightforward explication of 'mature' that I believe undermines the sceptical power of the meta-induction.
In explicating the claim that the terms of a mature science refer our concern is with the level of articulation of particular theories which make up the science in question. According to the metaphor approach, we are justified in believing that a theoretical term successfully refers when four necessary conditions are met: (1) quasi-perception provides a causal link to the world; (2) a theory constitutive metaphor provides a link to an underlying trait property or natural kind/family; (3) the resulting research program is phenomenally successful; and (4) the explanatory metaphor is fruitfully articulated (this last condition is met when the research program, based on the inductively openended initial specification, is successful in further articulating the similarities between the literal subject and the secondary subject and thereby the essential nature of new explanatory kind is more fully discovered). With this account of reference in hand, we can disarm the meta-induction.
The scientific realist need not maintain that most of the terms of contemporary science typically refer. For realist purposes it is sufficient to maintain that the central terms of mature theories typically refer. When 'mature' is taken to qualify particular theories, theories whose central terms meet the above conditions upon reference, then the plausibility of the metainduction is significantly diminished. Indeed, if one further clarifies the realist position by also including cases of partial reference, it is hard to believe that the meta-induction can be sustained. 40 Finally, the argument of this paper supplements, in an important way, Devitt's response to the meta-induction in Realism and Truth. Devitt suggests that the meta-induction can be undermined by suspending judgments on the frontier of science (at any given time) and also in cases where there is dispute within the scientific community. Thus, the issue becomes how many entities 
